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Ordinary no more
A simple HDB flat unit gets a dramatic makeover with a sophisticated
touch of rich colours and elegant furnishings
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4-room HDB flat unit
969 square feet
Punggol Drive
A married couple
Sam Tan from Rhiss Interior
6 to 8 weeks

With over 10 years of interior design experience between its
founders, it goes without saying that Rhiss Interior Pte Ltd has the
expertise to turn dream homes into reality. Besides that, its dynamic
team of talented designers is always ready to transform empty
rooms into innovative spaces for living, work and play! Armed with
rich experience, creative ideas, practical interior solutions and most
importantly, passion, you can be sure that your abode will be in the
good hands of this dream team.

KITCHEN
As a continuation of the luxurious design ethos that
the home has adopted, sleek shiny surfaces and high
gloss laminate cabinetry give the kitchen a modern
and stylish look. Sliding glass doors complete the
space for a clean and airy vibe.

DINING
To accompany the glass
panels, sleek and shiny
surfaces deck the visually
spacious dining room. The
suspended seating booth,
which stretches towards the
living area, is installed with
recessed lighting to create a
roomy yet posh dining area.
MASTER BEDROOM
Combining two bedrooms into
the current master bedroom
allows inhabitants to enjoy the
luxury of space in their private
room, as well as the installment
of a walk-in ensuite and study
for the homeowners’ needs.
LIVING ROOM
The living room welcomes
guests and inhabitants into
a luxuriously designed space
with its palette of muted hues.
The feature wall, a refined
combination of wallpaper,
warm recessed lighting and
laminate cabinetry, provides
an understated style to
harmonise with the rest of
the home furnishings.

Rhiss Interior Pte Ltd

#STYLE WOW
The clear glass panel
installed in the dining
room encloses the space
in an exclusive order
special to Feng Shui
requirements.
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